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Introduction
Brand loyalty is evaporating. For consumers looking for
a good deal, fast delivery, or simply trying to find a
product that’s in stock, it’s easier than ever to switch
brands or providers. In 2022, the forever customer is
no longer guaranteed.
For retailers, it’s not all bad news. Data-driven loyalty
programmes are effective loyalty drivers, particularly
when that data allows for a more relevant and customised
experience. In fact, Europe is leading the way here – 15.8%
more European companies utilise personalised rewards or
offers than other regions surveyed.1

Personalisation, cross-channel engagement and
AI needs to be part of that customer service experience.
Forward-thinking brands are also turning services into
a marketing tool, building the forever customer through
add-on services, by connecting with core customer values
and even building community.
What’s your forever consumer strategy?
Keep reading this report for key consumer trends that can
help you get – and stay – ahead.

But these schemes alone aren’t enough. 61% of global
customers report that they now have higher customer
service standards than they did before the pandemic.2
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Loyalty play

53%

of US respondents said they feel more
emotionally connected to a brand
when they are a member of its loyalty
programme, up from 46% in 2019.3
4

Loyalty play

Loyalty evolves from points towards value
Loyalty programmes aren’t new. But consumers’ expectations of how those
programmes can be accessed and the perks they provide are constantly
evolving. Forward-thinking retailers are thinking beyond personlisation
and expanding the loyalty ecosystem beyond transactions to include more
engagement touchpoints like social values and community. By going beyond
one-off perks (think early access to sales) and focusing more on a common
cause, loyalty is evolving from points to real value.
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Loyalty play

Innovations
1 Loyalty programmes are being delivered in more seamless, integrated ways:

Loyalty programmes don’t just create an emotional connection
to a brand. They drive retention and advocacy too – increasingly
important in an era when customer retention is valued over customer
acquisition. Over 83% of global respondents said belonging to a
loyalty program influences their decision to buy again from a brand.4
And 50% of US consumers are more likely to recommend a retailer if
they are a member of its loyalty programme.5
Many consumers also want to purchase from retailers with a sustainable or ethical
mission,6 and while the practice of giving shoppers the option to convert loyalty
points into charity donations is well established, there’s much more to be done
when it comes to uniting loyalty members around shared causes or interests.
In the coming years, loyalty programs that focus on personalisation – whether
that’s rewards, discounts or challenges – will become the norm. Brands looking
to truly embed loyalty will focus on combining causes consumers are passionate
about with opportunities for community and participation.

Bink links shoppers’ payment cards with the loyalty schemes of participating UK
retailers, meaning that customers are identified and rewarded by retailers whenever
they shop using their payment card. In March 2022, Lloyds Banking Group partnered
with Bink to introduce the loyalty solution to Lloyds’ digital channels.7
The free Swapi8 app allows users to swap loyalty points between brands.
Users link their loyalty cards to the wallet, earning Swapi Points when they shop
with partners. Swapi launched in the UK in 2021, ASOS, M&S, Ebay and Boots are
included in the scheme.
2 TK Maxx Treasure9 members collect keys and then choose from a range of rewards.
Recent sustainable rewards offered include reusable Beeswax wraps to keep food
fresh and eco-friendly bamboo straws.
3 US-based sustainable fashion brand Tentree10 plants 10 trees for every item
purchased. Shoppers can deposit their trees into a virtual forest island within
Tentree’s Impact Wallet and watch them ‘grow’. Shoppers can access special perks
by registering trees or completing achievements, which can also be shared with
friends and family.
4 To address fans’ frustration around high-demand sneakers, Nike CEO John Donahoe
unveiled the ‘dedication score’ on a call with analysts in December 2021.11 The score
is partly based on consumer engagement with SNKRS content (most high-profile
kicks are released via the SNKRS app); the company trialled the metric with a drop
of Jordan 11 Cool Grey shoes in November 2021.
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Loyalty play

Key takeaways
Not everyone wants a digital-only loyalty programme.
In the UK, supermarket chain Waitrose was forced
to reintroduce printed vouchers after relaunching its
MyWaitrose scheme with a digital focus. How can you
cater to every customer in your loyalty scheme?
The second edition of Think Forward highlighted the
rise of the hybrid commerce model. As that gains traction,
how can you ensure shoppers can access benefits, regardless
of whether they are shopping in-store, online, or a
combination of the two. What’s your omnichannel
loyalty strategy?
Identify what really matters to your customer. Can you tie
loyalty to your brand purpose in a way that feels authentic?
Think about emotions rather than transactions. This could
be particularly important to younger consumers – more
than a quarter of global millennials and Gen Zs say that a
businesses’ impact on the environment has influenced their
buying decisions.
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Omni-options

71%

of European shoppers say
flexible delivery options
are a reason to choose one
online store over another.12

14%

of Italian shoppers, 10% of UK
shoppers, nearly 10% of German
shoppers and 8% of French
shoppers return items ‘often’
or ‘very frequently’, with most
citing sizing issues.13
8

Omni-options

Why logistics are the new competitive advantage
As e-commerce surged and shopping cart totals grew, shopper expectations around
delivery and returns also scaled up. Many shoppers seek e-commerce on their terms,
and want greater control over where, when and how parcels are received and returned.
And while retailers need to balance convenience and cost, getting it right could help
drive customer loyalty and improve retention.
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Omni-options
Shoppers have been conditioned to expect fast, free and on-time
delivery, and seamless returns. Free shipping significantly influences
the purchasing decision of 75% of global shoppers, with 58% of people
expecting free next-day delivery.14 Many brands now face a growing
challenge – higher online sales mean more deliveries, more returns…
and a dent in the bottom line.
An increased tendency to shop online has also created new demands for
cross-border shopping. According to research from PayPal, 66% of e-commerce
shoppers in France, 42% of shoppers in the UK and 37% in Germany shop crossborder,15 with most looking for better value for money. Shoppers on the hunt for
better value won’t want to pay the earth to have their products shipped to them.
The ‘need it now’ mentality has also helped drive and consolidate a new wave of
quick commerce (or q-commerce) players across Europe. Startups like Getir, Cajoo,
and Gorillas raised billions in funding to lead the charge to checkout to doorstep in
as little as 10 minutes – for a nominal fee, of course.
Although the market is oversaturated and over-hyped, more shoppers are opting
in to superfast – 9% of UK adults use fast delivery services to get their groceries
within an hour of ordering, half of those expect to use them more within a year.16
Recognising this, supermarkets are developing partnerships – in the Netherlands
Albert Heijn teamed up with Just Eat on 30-minute deliveries.17 Heightened
expectations around convenience and speed will impact all e-commerce retailers,
not just grocers.

Innovations
1 Supermarket chain Colruyt18 opened a grocery pick-up point in Brussels for
pedestrians and cyclists. Shoppers can visit the Collect&Go point to pick up purchases
made via the website or app. Cargo bikes are available free of charge. In Paris,
Delipop19 operates pick-up points for multiple supermarkets, allowing e-commerce
grocery shoppers to collect orders from one location, rather than visiting a store.
Their first partner is Carrefour.
2 Ocado invested GBP 10 million in self-driving tech startup Wayve20 to develop
autonomous vehicles for grocery delivery. Under the partnership, Wayve’s technology
will be trialled on some Ocado delivery vans on select routes in London. Some of
Ocado’s delivery fleet will be fitted with data collection devices to help train and
validate Wayve’s system.
3 The More Time Needed on the DPD21 delivery app allows UK-based customers with
accessibility needs to tell drivers they need more time to get to the door before their
parcel is delivered. Drivers receive a specific instruction to wait for the recipient to
come to the door.
4 PayPal22 recently made Happy Returns available to US-based merchants with
PayPal Checkout at no extra cost. The company also partnered with Ulta Beauty
to offer shoppers in-person returns at over 1,300 locations in the US.
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Omni-options

Key takeaways
Supply chain issues are the new normal – future crises
will continue, with varying severity. What are you doing to
future-proof your supply chain, whether that’s related to
how items are manufactured, warehoused or shipped?
Transparency around delivery times and returns policies
could help build brand credibility and retain customers.
Cross-border customers will appreciate brands that
are upfront about duty or tax before they even reach
the checkout.
Be upfront about shipping times and returns periods.
Consumers will be more forgiving of delays if a brand
is honest about processes issues or challenges.
There’s no such thing as overcommunication!
Improved last-mile deliveries could help retailers double
down on speed and sustainability. According to MIT,
delivery vehicle electrification could decrease average
transportation-related emissions by 27%, 23 which will
increase as the electricity grid is decarbonised.
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Life:subscribed

The subscription economy
is predicted to grow 18%
a year and be worth
24
USD 1.5 trillion by 2025.
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Life:subscribed

New subscription models unlock cross-channel loyalty
From pet toys to eco-friendly cleaning kits and craft gin, there’s a subscription for everything.
After all, the combination of benefits and convenience will never get old. For retailers,
subscription models can also help lock in loyalty across online and offline channels – particularly
if savings are embedded in. A host of new players are using subscriptions as a route to foster
community and ultimately build the products consumers want.
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Life:subscribed
Over the past decade, the subscription economy grew 4.6x faster
than the SAP 50025, which represents more traditional product-based
business. This figure is based on metrics from companies in a range of
sectors, including software as a service (SaaS), media, manufacturing,
and Internet of Things. In many areas, consumers have embraced
access over ownership, and some early subscription models
disrupted the markets they entered – Dollar Shave Club26 is
just one high-profile example.
A note of caution – this is a volatile market where loyalty isn’t guaranteed. In the
UK, for example, 1.51 million subscription video on demand (SVoD) services were
cancelled by households in Q1 2022, up from 1.04 million the previous quarter27.
And even before inflation began to bite, some were cautioning that growth in the
SVoD sector wasn’t sustainable.28
What does this mean for retailers? Subscription boxes aren’t the answer.
Finding the model difficult to scale, many pioneers in this space have already
turned to new revenue models or partnered with brick-and-mortar retailers.
Clothing box company Stitch Fix launched Stitch Fix Freestyle29 – an online store
curated to shoppers’ preferences (currently only available in the US).
Merchant subscriptions that come with membership benefits are a loyalty play.
US Amazon Prime members spent on average, roughly four times as much as the
non-Prime shoppers surveyed.30 Shoppers looking to save money will appreciate
these schemes in the short term. Taking the long view, retailers can go beyond
monetary benefits and create subscription services that offer greater personalisation,
provide perks aligned with shoppers’ sustainability goals and even test ideas with the
most engaged subscribers.

Innovations
1 Supermarkets are doubling down on subscriptions to create loyalty:
The MonopFlix31 subscription service gives members a 10% discount when they checkout
at Monoprix and monop’ stores. When shopping online at Monoprix Plus, members get the
discount and free delivery on purchases over EUR 50. MonopFlix costs EUR 9.90 per month,
or EUR 54.90 for six months.
Carrefour32 launched a similar subscription service for city dwellers in December 2021;
customers can fill a shopping basket on the website and choose a delivery frequency:
monthly, every two months or every three months.
In the Netherlands, Albert Heijn33 has a EUR 12 per year subscription that includes a 10%
discount on organic products, double savings stamps and personalised offers.
2 In March 2022, CitizenM34 launched an updated version of the subscription plan the
Dutch hotel chain first launched during the pandemic. For EUR 10 per month, mycitizenM+
promises an additional 10% of prices, a guaranteed room (with 48 hours notice), and free
late check-out, among other perks.
3 Swiss performance brand On have developed a fully recyclable running shoe that comes
with a monthly subscription (GBP 25). Every six months, owners can request a new pair
of running shoes and send the worn-out pair back to On to be recycled. The Cyclon is
set to launch in Summer 2022; the company reached 5,000 subscribers within a week of
announcing the service in September 2021.35
4 Travelzoo36 is developing META – a paid subscription-based service that will
give members exclusive access to the latest and best metaverse travel experiences.
The company, which has members in North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific, is also
working with an unnamed partner to develop a team of metaverse travel experience scouts.
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Life:subscribed

Key takeaways
If you’re introducing a subscription service, make it
as easy as possible to pause or stop a recurring order.
Price-conscious shoppers will appreciate retailers that
don’t lock them in with auto renewals.
TabTab37 lets consumers split the cost of subscriptions with
friends. Can you rethink your subscription to better suit
modern families and lifestyles?
Subscription services with benefits create loyalty in the
short-term, but what can you do to ensure shoppers renew?
Consider personalised offers, reports that detail cost savings,
flexibility to pause and resume… the options are endless.
For fashion brands, products on subscription are a new
loyalty play. Could you tap into loyalty to help build
community? This goes beyond offering special offers – your
biggest fans will appreciate the chance to give feedback on
products or even vote on flavours, colours and more!
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Brand butlers

While

60%

of companies surveyed say they provide good
customer service, 54% of customers report that
customer service feels like an afterthought for
38
most of the businesses they buy from.
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Brand butlers

Stand out with silver platter services
Busy and choice-overwhelmed consumers will appreciate
– and be loyal to – brands that go the extra mile and offer
preemptive and useful supporting services: meeting daily
lifestyle needs, dealing with logistics, throwing in relevant
extras, helping them live more sustainably, and more.
How will you drive loyalty through stand-out services?
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Brand butlers
In 2022, the consumer is more fickle than ever. Per data from McKinsey,
the pandemic accelerated shopper disloyalty – in 2020, 44% of
UK respondents, 38% of French respondents and 32% of German
respondents said they tried new brands or made purchases with a
new retailer, most in search of a better price/value ratio.39
This isn’t just about price – it’s now easier than ever for shoppers to opt for a
replacement brand, and social media is the perfect amplifier for poor customer
service. The pandemic didn’t make customers more forgiving. More than 60%
of global customers will defect after one bad experience, up 22% from 2021.40
Brand loyalty has been replaced with a search for the company that can offer
them the most.
The gap between companies’ and consumers’ perception of good customer service
continues to widen. But in that expectation gap, there’s an opportunity! The brands
that focus on delivering quality service – including services that go beyond the
transaction journey – will enjoy greater customer loyalty and retention.

Innovations
1 Smart shopping assistant Lollipop41 automatically adds recipe ingredients
to shoppers’ online cart, making it quicker to plan and shop for meals.
The service launched in the UK in 2021 in partnership with BBC Good Food
and Sainsbury’s supermarket.
2 Shiseido42 and Revieve developed an AI-powered makeup advisor
which combines virtual try-on tech with personalised recommendations.
Consumers upload a selfie and answer questions to receive a list of
recommended products. Launched in April 2022, the service is available
to shoppers across EMEA.
3 Zalando43 and Save Your Wardrobe teamed up to help shoppers in Berlin
make appointments online with local companies that offer specialist repair or
cleaning for garments and shoes. More recently, Uniqlo44 introduced an online
alteration service allowing shoppers in Australia to alter select garments
online and then have them delivered.
4 The ‘Yo-yo guarantee’ from Camaïeu45 allows shoppers to exchange their
jeans (for free) to one size above or below, given the wearer’s tendency
to fluctuate in weight. Available at all stores across France, it was initially
available to loyalty programme members.
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Brand butlers

Key takeaways
Many consumers are more loyal to a service than a brand.
But in a shopper landscape where fast shipping and free
returns are the norm, how can you create services that
stand out?
Analyse the entire customer journey and identify the pain
points. Could a tech add-on help reduce friction or simplify
a task? Just remember to keep the consumer at the heart of
the strategy, the tech should complement, not complicate!
71% of UK consumers think loyalty programmes should help
people live more sustainably.46 Zalando and Uniqlo are taking
steps in this direction by helping shoppers get the most
out of their clothes. Could you create add-on services that
combine drive loyalty through living better?
A BRAND BUTLER approach could help drive more emotional
engagement. And with emotional loyalty a priority for the
53.6% of companies that plan to launch a loyalty program in
the next two years,47 thinking about it now could help your
scheme stand out in a sea of sameness.
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Summary

Loyalty play

Omni-options

Life:subscribed

Brand butlers

Personalised loyalty programmes
are the expected standard. To stand
out, bold retailers are embedding
purpose into loyalty schemes, uniting
members around shared interests,
community and participation. In 2022
and beyond, build loyalty programmes
that add value.

Shopper expectations around online
delivery and returns are ever-more
exacting. And with a wave of quick
commerce startup sweeping across
Europe, demands around convenience
will continue to grow. It’s time to give
shoppers greater autonomy over where,
when and how parcels are received
and returned.

The past decade saw a boom in
subscription services. Now brands are
experimenting with subscriptions that
come with membership benefits that
go beyond obvious perks. A host of
new players are using subscriptions to
create customer feedback loops and
build better products.

With brand loyalty replaced by a
search for the company that can
offer them the most, consumers
will appreciate supporting services
that make daily life easier and more
seamless. How can you drive loyalty
through silver platter services?

How can your loyalty scheme allow
members to participate in or contribute
to a shared cause? Putting community
at the heart of loyalty could help drive
retention and advocacy.

Transparency is at the heart of this
trend. Consumers will appreciate
brands that are upfront about delays,
additional costs and communicate
them clearly. Investment in alternative
last-mile delivery services could meet
speed and sustainability expectations.

Identify pain points in the customer
journey, then use tech integrations
How can you create a subscription
service that’s essential, rather than nice to help solve them. Consumers will
appreciate brands that go the extra
to have? The sweet spot of perks and
mile to understand their needs. It’s
community is one route to consider.
Of course, if you’re introducing
also worth considering add-on service
subscription services, ensure it’s easy
that encourage people to live more
sustainably – free clothing repairs or
for members to pause or cancel. It all
alterations to extend the lifespan of
starts with the CX.
a garment for example.
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About PayPal
PayPal has remained at the forefront of the digital payment revolution for more than
20 years. By leveraging technology to make financial services and commerce more
convenient, affordable, and secure, the PayPal platform is empowering more than
400 million consumers and merchants in more than 200 markets to join and thrive in
the global economy.
To learn more, visit paypal.com/uk/think-forward-forever
Questions? Our sales and support experts are here to help.
Connect with us

About TrendWatching
As one of the world’s leading consumer trend firms since 2002, TrendWatching is
purpose-built to guide, inspire and empower business professionals – whether they
be marketers, creatives, strategists, entrepreneurs or innovators – to bring to market
more sustainable and impactful innovations that benefit all, not the few.
To achieve this, we deliver world-class content and insights to over 100,000+
trend-driven professionals worldwide. Our in-house teams in Amsterdam, Berlin,
London, Barcelona and beyond relentlessly scan the globe to spotlight countless trends,
innovations and meaningful opportunities – supported by a network of 300+ spotters
in more than 80 countries.
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